Writing Prompt #5
Due 9/17

Please answer these questions **BEFORE** reading Chapter 6! There are no right or wrong answers, I just want you to explore what you know and what you think you know before reading the text.

1. What is your name?
2. What is a primate? As in, what features identify a primate vs. any other mammal?
3. What role do you think studying living primates play in trying to understand our evolutionary past?
4. What is your favorite primate and why?

AFTER READING

1. What are 2 questions that you have?
2. What are some of the adaptations that make some primates good at moving about in trees?
3. Is there a single ideal diet for ALL primates? If so, what is it?
4. What is the geographical difference between strepsirhines and haplorines? And platyrrhines vs. catarrhines? We will cover the morphological/behavioral differences in class.